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MCC's Development
Paradigm(s)

ROBB DAVIS

In this chapter I explore whether or not MCC, in both its interna-
tional and North American work, is guided by a single, coherent

development paradigm, with my working assumption being that it is
not. If this assumption proves sound, the question next becomes
what multiple presuppositions do underlie MCC's work.

I begin by summarizing sociologist Vernon Jantzi's chronological
account of the rise and fall of various development paradigms. While
Jantzi's is not the only taxonomy of development theory, it provides a
useful summary of historical trends within the so-called "develop-
ment industry" and helps define critical assumptions that, implicitly
or explicitly, drive development work carried out by bilateral and
multilateral agencies and non-governmental organizations (NGO)
alike. After this summary I proceed to analyze how these paradigms
play out across the broader work of MCC, evaluating how Canadian
and American constituents, support staff, and program staff as three
distinct groups all arguably subscribe to differing development para-
digms even as they all embrace the work of MCC. I then conclude
with an examination of critical theological themes that should help
MCC either critique or affirm elements of the development para-
digms laid out by Jantzi.
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D E V E L O P M E N T P A R A D I G M S

Jantzi summarizes four distinct paradigms that have driven in-
ternational development work in the post-World War II period, all of
which, it could be argued, continue in one form or another among
"development industry" practitioners to this day.1 Thus, while the
four emerged more or less one after the other in the half century fol-
lowing the end of the war, elements of all can be found in current de-
velopment practice.

The first paradigm in Jantzi's periodization of development ap-
proaches emerges from the assumptions of modernization theory. Ac-
cording to this paradigm, which dominated development thinking in
the 1950s and 1960s, development is stifled because societies are un-
able to generate sufficient capital, either because of a lack of cultural
"know-how" or because these societies are bound to "traditional"
worldviews that lack a sufficient "future-focused" orientation. The
problem facing underdeveloped societies is internal to those societies
themselves and is solved through the "modernization" of those soci-
eties, a process aided through the transfer of technology (knowledge
and physical resources) and values to the societies in question. Exter-
nal financial assistance is critical to solving the problem in this
model.

In the 1970s the modernization approach gives way to what
Jantzi labels the growth with equity paradigm. For true development to
occur, the benefits of economic growth must be distributed more eq-
uitably among the most marginalized members of society (acknowl-
edging that such marginalized groups may, in fact, make up the ma-
jority of the world's population). Providing access to marginalized
groups requires decentralized programming and appropriate tech-
nology and service delivery. The development problem is internal to
underdeveloped societies, consisting of an infrastructure unable to
reach and benefit the poorest. External assistance to organize widely
dispersed programs and engage marginalized groups in appropriate
development activities is the key to addressing underdevelopment,
growth with equity proponents insist. Technology transfer is still crit-
ical but must be made appropriate to the local situation and devel-
oped with a high degree of participation of poor people. Jantzi sug-
gests that these first two paradigms are "assimilative" in nature in
that they seek to assimilate economically underdeveloped nations
into a global economic and social system.

The late 1970s and the 1980s, meanwhile, witnessed the rise of the
liberation from dependence paradigm. Unlike the previous two para-
digms that defined the problem of underdevelopment as internal to
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poor nations, this approach to development, originating in Latin
America, sees the source of the problem as external to "underdevel-
oped" countries; poverty in the Global South, from this perspective,
is a byproduct of international economic and political structures that
subordinate local needs to those of wealthy "developed" nations,
structures that also benefit the minority of elites who rule the poorer
countries. The extractive and oppressing structures that keep people
poor are a leftover of the colonial era and the world economic order is
merely a neo-colonial structure. Development cannot occur within
the structural constraints of this system.

For development to occur liberation from the dominant neo-lib-
eral economic order is necessary and can only be accomplished
through a broad raising of consciousness ("conscientization") among
the marginalized themselves. As the poor organize to restructure
their societies, they must also link arms with brothers and sisters
around the world to bring about new international structures that are
responsive to their needs rather than the needs of elites of all nations.
Jantzi also refers to this paradigm—in contrast to the assimilative ap-
proaches—as being transformative in nature, in that it seeks the fun-
damental transformation of oppressive structures.

The fall of the Soviet Union discredited Marxist-inspired ap-
proaches in the eyes of many and dealt a blow to liberation from de-
pendency models of development. With the onset of a new wave of
globalizing forces (certainly not a novel phenomenon, but one that
gained impetus in the post "Cold War" era), issues of poverty and
welfare have since the late 1980s been increasingly seen to be every-
one's concern.

From the perspective of this global interdependence paradigm,2 the
problem is a world that is so connected that everyone's actions risk
affecting everyone else—be it environmental degradation, global fi-
nancial structures, food production, energy, or debt. The source of the
development problem can be found in a lack of coordination at a
global scale and the solution is greater concerted action, greater mar-
ket integration, and a need to lay aside ideological differences. Recent
examples of the application of this paradigm include the large
"global health partnerships" (Roll Back Malaria, Stop TB, the Global
Fund, Global Vaccine Initiative, etc.), recent FAO-sponsored food
"summits," the Kyoto and Copenhagen climate meetings, G8 and
now G20 meetings to discuss international financial regulation, the
emergence of the WTO, and the list could go on.

Jantzi observes that each of these paradigms seeks to answer a se-
ries of questions about development: 1) What is the problem that im-
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pedes development? 2) Where is the source of the problem located—
internally or externally? 3) What is the general solution to the prob-
lem? and 4) Where is the source of the solution located? Furthermore,
each successive paradigm evolved, to some extent, Jantzi contends,
because of the failures of previous paradigms to describe what was
happening (or perhaps not happening) in the field of development.

O T H E R P E R S P E C T I V E S O N D E V E L O P M E N T

The above taxonomy can be rightly criticized for not including
some important recent innovations in development thinking such as
"rights-based development"; Amartya Sen's "freedoms" motif;
macro-level, largely econometric analyses such as those done by Paul
Collier; those that challenge the importance of "aid"—declaring it of
limited value relative to the overwhelming importance of "trade";
and the entire body of literature known collectively as "post-devel-
opment" theory.3 Space does not permit a full analysis of these alter-
native perspectives but a few words are in order.

Rights-based development
Rights-based development (or rights-based approaches—RBA—

to development) is less a new development paradigm and more a
way of naming: a) the ends of development (grounded in customary
and formal laws, treaties, and declarations at local, national, and in-
ternational levels) and b) the obligations of various actors to assure
that these ends are achieved. In one sense, RBA is a handle or lever by
which change can be promoted. In reading various articulations of
RBA one is struck by their simultaneous appeal to modernization,
growth with equity, and liberation paradigms.4 None of this is meant
to disparage or downplay the importance of RBA to current develop-
ment discourse but rather to point out that it can be articulated while
accepting various elements of several of the development paradigms
surveyed above. The same might be said of Sen's "freedoms" model,
which might adopt the approaches implied by several of the above
summarized paradigms to accomplish its ends.

Aid-versus-trade
Other macro-level and aid-versus-trade studies and debates

stand more as critiques of how aid-based development is done as op-
posed to offering an alternative paradigm of development. Again,
these critiques are useful and, in some ways (perhaps counter-intu-
itively) support certain notions implied in the liberation ap-
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proaches—especially the liberationists' insistence that poverty and
exclusion are often produced by factors (macro-regional and global)
outside the context in which the poor live. Their prescriptions are not
at all in line with liberation approaches but tend to be more conso-
nant with the global interdependence paradigm in terms of their re-
liance on global economic integration.

Post-development views
While some post-development thinkers might describe their

views as articulating a new development paradigm, most critics view
post-development more as a broad and inclusive critique of "devel-
opment" in general. A useful summary of post-development views
and critiques is Adam Shanko's A Taste of One's Own Medicine: Assess-
ing Post-Development. Shanko notes: "The 'post-development' schol-
ars, as they came to be called, sought to uncover the ways in which
the notion of development as proffered by the global North through
its various agents was a means of domination over the economies,
politics, and peoples of the global South." Post-development
thinkers adopt postmodern language analysis (how "discourse" is
used to "define" the world) and conclude, according to Shanko, that
"A discourse can thus be understood as a regime through which the
powerful define social relationships so as to justify the exercise of
their power over others."5

While the post-development approach might seem similar to the
"liberation" paradigm described above, it goes beyond liberation
thinking to call into question the very idea of development, arguing
that even the concept of poverty is a construct that is neither a natural
given nor a cultural universal but was instead created to define the
relationship between the powerful elites over those without power
and to impose a system of domination and dependence. While critics
of post-development focus on its inability to articulate alternatives,
post-development ideas are useful in forcing those engaged in devel-
opment to examine how their use of language conditions or defines
actions and relationships.

The foregoing provides a taste of the many directions that devel-
opment thinking has evolved over time. It does not, however, di-
rectly address three distinctive elements of MCC's work, namely, re-
lief, peacebuilding, and advocacy. These aspects of MCC work can be
linked to the dominant development paradigms in multiple ways.
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Relief

While the concept of relief (punctual, largely unplanned-for aid
given during times of crisis or in an ongoing manner to highly vul-
nerable populations) is not explicit in the four paradigms discussed
above, one could argue that it follows assumptions embodied in the
"modernization" or "equity" position. It is a pure transfer of "tech-
nology" (knowledge or goods), is external to the situation and, be-
cause relief does not question the underlying causes of the crisis in
question, it by definition accepts internal causes of underdevelop-
ment as largely given. It matters little that the causes are natural dis-
aster or war: the lack of articulation of an appreciation for structural
factors which may have led to or exacerbated the crisis exclude con-
sideration of a liberation approach. Indeed, the existence of a "mate-
rial resources" network across the North American MCC system that
functions as a material transfer mechanism demonstrates a commit-
ment to ongoing external transfer in the belief that such transfer will
improve people's lives. Relief, then, is closely aligned to moderniza-
tion or equity concepts.

PeacebuiI ding

Jantzi and Jantzi have argued that various peacebuilding
"change theories" actually "fit" within one or more of the first three
paradigms. MCC's peacebuilding work around the world adopts—
explicitly or implicitly—nearly all the change theories they address.
MCC's peacebuilding work is varied, with some of it based on tech-
nology-transfer assumptions, and still other peacebuilding work fit-
ting more closely with liberationist approaches.

Advocacy

MCC engages in advocacy work in a variety of ways but most no-
tably through its Washington, D.C., Ottawa, and New York (United
Nations) offices. Jantzi and Jantzi suggest that advocacy is not consis-
tent with the liberation perspective because it takes the existing
power structures as a given, seeking to speak into them rather than
fundamentally alter them. While this may be true to some extent,
there are ways of approaching advocacy that focus on "enlarging the
table" or changing the dynamics of who is permitted to speak into
policy issues. Such approaches would seem to fit into the liberation
paradigm.6 I would argue that some of MCC's advocacy work is
about this very thing: bringing excluded voices to the table. Further,
much of MCC's advocacy work is driven by "solidarity commit-
ments," which means that MCC speaks as partners urge or instruct it

I
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to speak. This too would seem to be the result of successful "consci-
entization" processes at work in MCC programs around the world.

H O W T H E P A R A D I G M S PLAY O U T W I T H I N M C C

In general, all of the first three paradigms can be found guiding
the work of parts of MCC, depending on whom one talks to within
the broader MCC world in Canada and the United States. Given its
history and evolution, MCC only rarely engages in acts that would
indicate acceptance of the global interdependence paradigm (peri-
odic attendance at the international AIDS conference being the only
example that comes to mind), and thus it will not be further consid-
ered here.

To understand who holds to which paradigms, I propose an
analysis of MCC constituents, support staff, and program staff as
three broadly defined groups that subscribe to differing views of
what MCC's development (including relief) work is all about. Of
course, these three categories of MCC stakeholders are not mutually
exclusive. In some situations, for example, constituents may hold
views similar to those of programs staff, especially when said con-
stituents served previously within MCC programs. These three cate-
gories of MCC stakeholders should also not be taken as homoge-
neous but rather understood as representing "ideal types."

Constituents
MCC constituents are most likely to hold to either a moderniza-

tion or an equity paradigm as they reflect on the development work
of MCC. Many constituents identify deeply with the relief efforts of
MCC, responding with cash donations and to material disasters such
as the 2004 tsunami and the 2010 Haitian earthquake and regularly
donating a wide array of material aid. MCC's relief work assumes
many of the elements of the modernization or equity paradigms. In-
deed, some MCC constituents articulate a "discomfort" with devel-
opment approaches they perceive to be more in line with the libera-
tion paradigm. One hears such discomfort in statements like: "we
don't want to get involved in that 'peace' stuff." Such comments, I
suggest, reflect less a negative judgment about MCC's peacebuilding
work and more a critique of approaches that name and seek to deal
with structural oppression, particularly when such approaches issue
in advocacy against government entities or policies.

In this sense, most constituents adopt, in an uncritical way, mod-
ernization theory's assumptions that underdevelopment should be
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addressed via the transfer goods and know-how from the north to the
south and that most problems of underdevelopment are due to inter-
nal problems (including corruption, lack of infrastructure, and lack of
education) within underdeveloped nations. Additionally, most con-
stituents would probably feel most comfortable with the assump-
tions of the equity paradigm and are content that MCC seeks out the
"least" and the most marginalized. They would express satisfaction
that MCC uses participatory approaches, builds capacity of local or-
ganizations, and engages in relationships with them to enable them
to "develop themselves."

Program staff

Because program staff experience firsthand the complexity of
poverty and the various forces that cause it, most of them adopt ways
of viewing development that fall between the equity and liberation
paradigm or somehow blend the two into a hybrid approach. Indeed,
in some countries the equity paradigm would dominate and the
focus would be on enhancing participation of marginalized groups in
their own development projects, thus responding to the internally
generated constraints to development. One could argue that most of
MCC's work in Canada and the United States (perhaps with a few ex-
ceptions, including immigration, anti-racism, and First Nations
work) follows the equity paradigm's assumptions.

In some places (and in relation to some programs like First Na-
tions work) program staff might gravitate toward more of a libera-
tion view as they focus on the externally determined constraints to
development—especially the role of powerful nation-states (the
United States in particular) and/or large corporate entities. In such
cases program staff seek to foster local conscientization efforts and to
link MCC's local work to international advocacy and public educa-
tion efforts. Program staff holding to a liberation paradigm are likely
to feel a certain amount of frustration about MCC's inability to speak
truth to reticent constituents. Those program staff operating within
the equity paradigm, meanwhile, are likely to find their work much
more acceptable to the broader organization.

Support Staff

Since support staff (resource generation, human resources, com-
munications) are the public face of MCC's programming to con-
stituent stakeholders in Canada and the United States, they typically
find themselves in a place of tension, especially when asked to articu-
late a vision for liberation-type activities. Indeed, most would feel a
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need to downplay efforts that are based on liberation assumptions
and focus more on rallying support for relief and development ef-
forts that conform more to either the modernization, or more likely,
the equity paradigms.

While the foregoing is a very rough sketch of tendencies that
exist within MCC, it should provide a useful starting point for con-
sidering which assumptions dominate across the organization as a
whole. It is important to note that board members (across the various
MCC offices) could hold to a variety of assumptions given that they
are either constituents or former program staff. It is also critical to
note that it is extremely rare that philosophical assumptions about
development are even raised within MCC, be it at program, support
staff, or constituent levels. Like many organizations of its size and
complexity, MCC seeks to maintain a large "tent" under which vari-
ous paradigms can fit and tries to avoid the messiness of dealing with
the natural tensions that exist when differences begin to emerge.

T H E O L O G I C A L T H E M E S
OF I M P O R T A N C E TO MCC

To close this paper I turn briefly to a limited number of theologi-
cal themes that could help MCC either critique or affirm elements of
different development paradigms—or perhaps even move beyond
them to consider its unique role as an Anabaptist agency.

Christology
Anabaptists articulate a historical understanding of the impor-

tance of the incarnation for faith and practice. Because Jesus' life and
teaching provide a normative social ethic for Anabaptists, the idea of
Christ's "emptying" and choosing a life of poverty and service pro-
vides a critical example for Anabaptists to emulate. The image of
Christ as one who came to live in "solidarity" with a broken world is
a critical motif in this ethic. Key concepts that illustrate this commit-
ment would be simplicity, empathy (in distinction from sympathy),
identification with the suffering of others, walking with the op-
pressed, taking the side of the downtrodden, and welcoming the
stranger. Further, Jesus' mission statement in Luke 4 represents a vi-
sion for how the church is to live as it anticipates the coming reign of
Christ.

MCC should ask which of the above-described development
paradigms enables it most faithfully to model an incarnational way
of being. What does this mean in terms of understanding and ad-
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dressing the structural causes of poverty and exclusion? What does
the incarnation imply about the "ends" of development: are "socio-
economic" considerations sufficient? In what ways could MCC ap-
propriate and more formally adopt Jesus' mission as its own?

Ecclesiology
Anabaptist theologian John Howard Yoder wrote in The Christian

Witness to the State that the church bears the inner meaning of history.7
In Yoder this idea was tightly linked to a consideration of the role of
the state versus the role of the church in the world and he concluded
that the church does not present an ideal social program to the state
but rather acts as an ongoing corrective to the state using language
the state itself has adopted (his "middle axioms") to challenge it to do
what God has "ordered" it to do. In this conceptualization the church
takes very seriously its dual identity of "aliens and strangers" and
"ambassadors of reconciliation." In these roles the church models
and lives the coming kingdom ethic and calls the powerful to fulfill
their role as providing for security, peace and care for the least.

As MCC evaluates development approaches, it should ask ques-
tions such as these: Which of the development paradigms makes
space for MCC to live the dual identity? Should MCC more explicitly
articulate its own understanding of the role of the state and of the
church's role vis-a-vis the state? If so, how might clarity on this point
change the way MCC works in Canada, the United States, and
abroad? How can MCC move beyond considerations of ecclesiology
from a narrow focus on governance considerations (that it, represen-
tational issues related to who should sit on board) to a broader con-
sideration of how its understanding of ecclesiology might help form
or re-form the way it works?

Eschatology
Though there is great variety in Anabaptist understandings of

the "end," most Anabaptists hold tightly to a vision of God's work as
ultimately being about the reconciliation of all things to God. This
view of the end implies not a destruction of earth, its cultures and so-
cial realities, but rather a transformation of them to accomplish God's
purposes for the world. In this way Anabaptists see God as using the
church to participate in what might be called the great unwinding of
the Fall. Various scriptural images—swords into plowshares, the
healing of the nations, each person under his/her fig tree, jubilee,
etc.—paint a picture of a collective future reality into which the
church is invited to live today.
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Which of the development paradigms best enables MCC to live
into this vision of our collective future? Is it possible to use the visions
of the kingdom to articulate a vision for ministry in the present?
Given the idea that the kingdom functions as yeast does, working its
way through a lump of dough, how should MCC think about results,
scale, and impact?

The "Powers"
Anabaptists have been at the forefront of rediscovering and re-

articulating a theology of the "powers."8 In these (and other non-
Anabaptist) writings on the powers one finds the idea that the pow-
ers—ordained for good, fallen, and in need of redemption—are em-
bodied in states, institutions, and ideologies that enslave and dehu-
manize people created in God's image. This consideration of the
powers leads to a recognition that the local, national, and interna-
tional institutions that should serve the needs of the least of these find
their purpose diverted and distorted in a way that leads them to par-
ticipate in the oppression of the most vulnerable members of society.
The church's role is to expose the powers for what they are and to
work for their redemption so that they might fulfill the role that God
intended them to play.

To what extent do various development paradigms acknowl-
edge the role of oppressive power structures in perpetuating poverty
and exclusion? What would it mean for MCC to "expose" the "deeds
of darkness" of the powers? How might MCC better articulate its
own understanding of the role of fallen powers in oppressing, mar-
ginalizing, and dehumanizing people created in God's image? What
might such an understanding mean for the creation of deeper spiri-
tual disciplines within MCC's work?

Evangelism
While many people in MCC would say that MCC is not an evan-

gelistic organization—indeed many would not support MCC if they
felt it was—their discomfort with the term is less about its true mean-
ing and more about what it has come to mean in the contemporary
Canadian and American contexts. The gospel is simply the an-
nouncement of good news, the good news of the reign of Christ.
Evangelism is the announcement, in word and deed, of the reconcili-
ation of all things, the restoration of God's "good" earth, and the rec-
onciliation of broken relationships. This "good news" is possible be-
cause of the victorious Christ who overcame death, revealing the
domination system's "justice" as unjust and oppressive.
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Which of the development paradigms make space for the an-
nouncement of the good news of the change that God is bringing to
the world? Should MCC spend more time re-articulating the mean-
ing of evangelism and then "owning" the moniker of being "an evan-
gelistic organization?" What would it mean for MCC to see itself as
"an announcer of the good news of the reign of Christ?"

Pneumato logy

Christ said that his followers would do greater things than he did
because he was going to the Father. He added that he was sending a
comforter—the Spirit of God—who would lead his church to truth
and bestow gifts on the church so it might bless the world. The early
church was overwhelmed by the power of God's Spirit, and it was
clear to everyone that what was happening was not the result of
human power but the outcome of the Spirit's work in and through a
band of (mostly) weak and unremarkable people.

In terms of "results," "outcomes," and "impacts," what would it
mean for MCC to articulate a commitment that acknowledges that re-
sults are God's work? How can MCC avoid communicating a sense
of complacency or lack of rigor as it articulates this acknowledgment
that the results of its work are ultimately attributable to God? What
would it mean for MCC to be "weak" so that God's power might be
manifest through it?

A F I N A L Q U E S T I O N (OR T W O )

The foregoing discussion of development paradigms and how
they play out within MCC was developed under the overarching as-
sumption that "development" is largely an economic question. In-
deed, all the paradigms assume that underdevelopment (whatever
its cause) is essentially about a scarcity of goods and services consid-
ered important for the full realization of human potential. Another
way to say this is that the overarching assumption in all of the para-
digms is that the poor and oppressed experience a "deficit" while
those in the global north live with an "excess." As Paul Farmer has
said of the broader development project of which MCC is a part: We
must move resources down a gradient of inequality from those who
have to those who do not. Jeffrey Sachs would concur.

And y e t . . . this view of development sees it as, essentially, a
"one-way street." "We" have what the rest of the world needs and it
is incumbent upon us to assure they get it. But is this really so? Is "de-
velopment" really about (even mostly about) economics? Is there re-
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ally only one gradient of inequality? While it is true that better health-
care, clean water, and transparent governance structures are impor-
tant to enabling people to experience the kind of life that God in-
tended, are they (and the other typical development priorities) all
that matter? Are there other "poverties" and "oppressions" more
common in the Global North that are not named in the typical dis-
course on development?

These questions, perhaps, lead us back to some of the critiques of
post-development theorists. But more than that they lead us back to
our own understanding of the fallenness and brokenness of all peo-
ple and the realization that there are multiple "lacks," failures, and
deficits, many of which are not the object of development work. Until
the Global North recognizes its own poverties of violence, anomie,
social disintegration, and overconsumption (to name only a few), one
must wonder how well it can ever be equipped to engage in activities
of "development" elsewhere. One can hope that MCC will develop
its own paradigm of development taking into account the bi-direc-
tional nature of the "gradients of inequality" and that it will use its
considerable resources to create relationships of mutual aid, account-
ability, and liberation for a global church.
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